
 

ICSE / ISC RESULTS -2016 

We are extremely proud to announce the brilliant results of our students who appeared for the 

ICSE and ISC examinations 2015-2016. 

Congratulations to the ICSE and ISC class of 2015-16 for their excellent academic results! 

ICSE- 2016 

The students of the batch of 2015-2016 has proved their excellence in their remarkable academic 

success, working persistently and persevering to reach their aspired goals under the able and 

consistent guidance of our dedicated staff.  Their diligence and conscientious planning prepares 

them for their future endeavours to continue with their enthusiasm for learning and leaving 

behind the legacy of success.   

Of the 33 students in the ICSE (Science) batch, Muskan Agarwal topped with 94.8% followed by 

Ishaan Vinod Dulhani scoring 94. 5% and Sahaaj Singh Chawla attaining 92%. 

 

In the Commerce group, Sachveer Chawla was the highest scorer with 95.8% followed by 

Abhishek Ramavtar Daliya and Sakshi Kamalia scoring 93.8% and 89.3% respectively. 

 

The highlight of the results in the Commerce batch is Centum achieved by 3 students in 

Economics and 2 students in CTA , one each from the Science and Commerce stream. 

 

The ICSE students performed at an outstanding level with 27 distinctions in English, 32 in 

Second Languages, 38 in History and Geography, 17 in Mathematics and 12 in Science. 

 

8 students out of 9 scored distinctions in Economics and 31 in Computer Applications. 

 

Overall 31 students achieved distinction and 12 students attained First Class.   

 

 

 



 

 

School Toppers Subject Wise 

 

 

   Subject %                        Name 

English 94                Sanchi Ashwath 

Second Language 98               Amisha Agrawal 

History, Civics, 

Geography 96               Shitin Kamalia 

Mathematics 96               Muskaan Agarwal 

Science 96               Muskan Agrawal 

Computer Applications 
100 

              Sahaaj Singh Chawla,   

              Abhishek Ramavtar Daliya 

Economics 100 

              Sachveer Chawla, 

              Abhishek Ramavatar Daliya,  

               Sakshi Kamalia 

 

 

ISC 2016 
 

Of the 13 students in the ISC batch, Adil Asif Thara topped the Science group with a percentage 

of 92.4, followed  by S. Suhasvellu and  Sopariwala Heny Sanjay attaining 84.6% and 81.85% 

respectively.  

In the Commerce group, Drishti Dochania  topped with 92.4% followed by Radhieka Makharia 

scoring 86.4 % and Lokesh Goyal achieving 83%.  

All the students achieved distinction in English followed by 3 in Physics and Chemistry 

respectively, 2 in Biology, 1 in Computer Applications and 2 in Business Studies. There are 4 

distinctions in Mathematics, 5 in Economics, 7 in Commerce, 3 in Accounts. 

 



 

 

School Toppers Subject Wise 

 

    Subject % Name 

English 94                  Radhieka Punit Makharia 

Mathematics 94                  Adil Asif Thara, Lokesh Goyal 

Physics 94                  Adil Asif Thara 

Chemistry 92                  Adil Asif Thara 

Biology 92                  Adil Asif Thara 

Computer Science 96                  S. Suhasvelu 

Economics 95                  Drishti Dochania 

Commerce 95                  Drishti Dochania 

Accounts 90                  Drishti Dochania 

Business Studies 92                  Drishti Dochania 

  
 
We congratulate our dedicated and diligent Batch of 2015-16 for their excellent results. 

 

We also take this opportunity to congratulate the consistent efforts of the staff who worked as a 

team dedicating their expertise and time to guide the students. 

 

Success is a combination of passion, dedication and hard work and our young Shepherdians have 

been proving that in all their academic results.  

 

GSIS is engaged in providing a vibrant partnership of artistic and academic excellence as core 

values embraced from the visionary ideals and values of the Institute’s Founders. 

 

At GSIS, we have adopted The Common Core Standards to: 

 help students gain the knowledge and skills that they need to think and work at that 

deeper level 

 create opportunities for all students to excel at reading, writing, speaking, listening, 

language and math 

 support students to think critically about what they read 

 allow teachers and students to focus on essential critical concepts more deeply 



 

 build students’ abilities to apply what they have learned to the real world 

 ensure that all students can communicate strong ideas and arguments in writing and react 

powerfully to what they read 

 

Success is the result of perfection, hard work, learning from 

failure, loyalty, and persistence.  

Colin Powell 

 


